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The LevelLuk SD 501 has an easy access, 
easy-to-use Enhancer Tank that makes the Strong 
Acid and Strong Kangen Water options possible.

There is two-way confi rmation of the water pro-
cessing level selected: By voice and liquid crystal 
display. This is a user-friendly convenience.

Let’s not forget the unit is self-cleaning, automati-
cally. After all, it’s hard enough to stay on top of 
changing the oil in the car every 3000 miles. Who 
wants to worry about cleaning the water proces-
sor?

Finally, the LeveLuk Continuous Ionized Elec-
trolysis Water Generator is the only machine of 
its kind that promotes empowerment within the 
ranks of its users so they may experience fully 
what it means to have total health – mentally, 
fi nancially, physically.

REORDER at: kangentoolbox.com

7 Titanium Plates

And ours is the only product that 
comes with the dedication of 
the company founder, Hironari 
Oshiro, to always create the 
best Kangen Water generator 
possible, even if to do so means 
less profi t for the company. 

Oshiro-san believes this because the LeveLuk 
Continuous Ionized Electrolysis Water Generator 
is a product families recommend to families and 
friends promote to friends. With such an audience, 
would you want to advocate anything less than the 
product everyone else in the industry wishes they 
were selling?
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When competitors say things like, 
“We’re just as good as the LeveLuk Continuous 
Ionized Electrolysis Water Generator,” what are 
they really saying? We’ve got a target on our backs. 
They’re saying, the LevelLuk SD 501 is the one to 
beat, which, of course, is their way of side-stepping 
the truth: We’re numero uno!

So, how do we – as the bull’s eye in the sights of 
our competitors – best ward off these attackers? 
Do we need to dig through all their claims and 
debunk them one by one?

Here’s a little 
story to help 
reach an answer.         
Years ago, a US 
Treasury agent 
was asked how he 

was able to spot a counterfeit bill. “Are you well-
versed in all the methods counterfeiters use, do 
you study all the fakes to see how they’re done?” 
inquired the interviewer. “No,” replied the agent.  
“I am an expert on our US currency alone. I know 
it so well I can spot a counterfeit immediately.”

What does          
               this tell us? 

The best way to support 
our product during compet-
itive onslaughts is to focus 
on its features and benefi ts 
– its strengths. Forced to 
confront them, our competition whimpers away in defeat. 
Bottom line, when our strengths are revealed, the weak-
nesses of the competition are exposed.

The LeveLuk Continuous Ionized Electrolysis Water Gen-
erator was developed and is manufactured and distributed 
by Enagic, a Japanese company with 35 years experience in 
creating Kangen Water. 

They fi rst did it  com-
mercially. Now they 
do it for the residential 
customer like you and 

me. All they’ve ever done is fi gure out ways to make certi-
fi ed Kangen Water more consistently and economically. 
And they do it extremely well. The Japanese Ministry of 
Health and Welfare (their FDA) has certifi ed the LevelLuk 
SD 501 as a medical device and recognizes its health merits. 
The independent doctor’s group, the Japanese Association 
of Preventive Medicine for Adult Disease, endorsed the 
LevelLuk SD 501. This is something this prestigious organi-
zation only does when they consider the product the best 
in its category.
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Not a bad start, eh? The LevelLuk SD 501 
contains 7, platinum-plated, titanium electrode plates 
that provide 490 square inches of processing surface area 
(that’s over 3 square feet)! This makes the next feature 
possible…

The Oxygen  Reduc-
tion Potential (ORP)   
of our processed wa-
ter ranges from +1130 
mV to –800 mV.            

This range gives the water, at the super acid end, its 
amazing sanitizing abilities and, at the alkaline end, its 
prized super-high active hydrogen content. This makes   
it an incredible fi ghter of grime and grease at 11.5 pH and, 
at 8.5 to 9.5 pH, a warrior in fi ghting those pesky, pro-
aging, free oxygen radicals.

The LevelLuk SD 501 
also produces hexagonal 
water. This means the 
molecule clusters that 
naturally occur in water 
are two-thirds smaller 
in Kangen Water. This 

reduced footprint makes it easier for the clusters to 
enter cellular walls faster creating a more thorough and 
effi cient exchange of fl uids. When you see this effi ciency 
demonstrated with tea bags, just think what it’s going to 
do with your 70 trillion, water-loving cells.
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